Agent-based models of the cultural evolution of occupational gender roles
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The causes of sex differences in human behaviour are contested, with ‘evolutionary’ and ‘social’ explanations often being pitted against each other in the literature. Recent work showing positive correlations between indices of gender equality and the size of sex differences in behaviour has been argued to show support for ‘evolutionary’ over ‘social’ approaches. This argument, however, neglects the potential for social learning to generate arbitrary gender segregation. In the current paper we simulate, using agent-based models, a population where agents exist as one of two ‘types’ and can use social information about which types of agents are performing which ‘roles’ within their environment. We find that agents self-segregate into different roles even where real differences in performance do not exist, if there is a common belief (modelled as priors) that group differences may exist in ‘innate’ competence. Facilitating role changes such that agents should move without cost to the predicted highest-rewards for their skills (i.e. fluidity of the labour market) reduced segregation, while forcing extended exploration of different roles eradicated gender segregation. These models are interpreted in terms of bio-cultural evolution, and the impact of social learning on the expression of gender roles.

1. Introduction

In industrialized societies, even those considered to be most gender egalitarian, women are overrepresented in some parts of the workforce and underrepresented in others [1]. Recent papers have used nation-level metrics to argue that gender differences in a range of personality traits and job-related preferences (such as STEM participation) correlate positively with measures of gender equality [2]. Some authors suggest that where women have social...
and political equality with men, they are free to choose career paths in line with their evolved predispositions [3]. For instance, Giolla & Kajonius [4] argue that ‘as gender equality increases both men and women gravitate towards their traditional gender roles’. This argument is in direct opposition to the ‘bio-social construction’ or ‘social role theory’ perspective, which predicts that as a society approaches gender equality, gender differences in psychological traits should decline [5]. In the current paper, we will argue that gendered social roles are best understood as products of domain-general social learning biases which served, in small-scale ancestral human societies, to guide individuals towards locally appropriate behaviour. We will argue that these formerlyadaptive biases are currently operating in evolutionarily novel contexts, creating arbitrarily gendered patterns which will persist indefinitely in the absence of concerted efforts to oppose them.

Social learning allows animals of many species to acquire adaptive and often environmentally specific behaviours, such as complicated extractive foraging techniques, from conspecifics [6]. Learning has a clear adaptive benefit over reliance on narrow stereotypic behavioural repertoires [7], and learning socially avoids some of the risk and energetic costs of individual learning [8]. Copying is not used indiscriminately, however. Strategies used for guiding social learning in non-human species include: copying dominant or knowledgeable individuals [9]; copying behaviours which appear efficient [10]; or copying individuals of a particular sex (e.g. females among female-philopatric species, which is adaptive because of their greater experience in the local environment [10]). We propose here that the social learning strategies which begin to produce gendered behaviour in humans might be similar to those used by other species.

Like other animals, humans use social learning strategically [11,12]. Between the ages of 3 and 7 years, children acquire a tendency to prefer copying when making decisions alone is difficult [13]. Furthermore, children acquire tendencies to copy self-similar others in the first two years of life, whether the self-similarity takes the form of speaking the same language, general familiarity, or being of the same sex [14]. In societies with a gendered division of labour, any social learning bias that causes girls and boys to preferentially copy same-sex models would serve an adaptive function by equipping them with the skills they would most likely need in adulthood. Furthermore, sex-typing of behaviour can in some cases be produced by frequency-dependent copying in the absence of any sex bias. It has also been argued that humans may copy the behaviour of a majority because this is likely to be adaptive [7]. To the extent that a social group is segregated by gender, any tendency for children to adopt the most frequent behaviours of those around them will (after weaning) lead to their copying the behaviour of same-sex others. Whether children’s social learning is sex-typed, or simply frequency-dependent, we argue that what children perceive to be the most common behaviours (in general, or of their own sex) will shape their behaviour—based on not just the nearby adults in their life but also those patterns of behaviour observed more widely, including through social institutions and other distal socialisation opportunities. Notably, social learning is not limited to overt behaviour, but includes strategies, information and attitudes. For example, Chinese children acquire gender-linked attitudes to mathematics representative of their peers’ parents, predominantly via own-gender peers [15]. In this instance, peer-based social learning transmits (gendered) expectations regarding skills in a particular domain.

While testosterone might have some direct effects on behaviour via sex differences in infant temperament such as surgency (baseline energy and reactivity), evidence from industrialized populations also suggests an effect of testosterone on learning which facilitates the acquisition of locally sex-typed behaviour without dictating what those sex-typed behaviours are [5,16]. From infancy, children expect there to be categories of people (in general, not just regarding gender) which inform their inductive social reasoning [17]. This category formation precedes more complex processes such as stereotyping, requiring only that different categories are expected to differ in some way. Although children do not prefer to copy own-gender adults when presented with only one exemplar of each, when observing multiple male and female models making largely divergent choices, they are likely to copy the choices of their own gender [18,19]. However, Hines and colleagues have demonstrated that typically developing girls are more likely than girls with increased prenatal androgen exposure to copy female-typed behaviours in multiple-model learning paradigms [16,20]. This suggests that testosterone (or lack of) may prime learning of locally sex-typed behaviours, without making it necessarily more likely that any specific behaviour pattern (e.g. interest in things versus people) will be learned [21].

An important factor in the use of social learning is niche diversity: social learning is particularly powerful when there is a wide range of available behaviours to choose from and the adaptive landscape is relatively opaque [8]. As we have previously argued, gendered division of labour is likely adaptive in non-industrialized settings, but the specific skills required vary by ecology [22]. In industrialized societies, the range of available niches has expanded far beyond those in non-industrial subsistence
societies, and physical constraints such as reproductive function, body size or strength are typically of little use in choosing between them. In this evolutionarily novel context, a bias that was initially adaptive in pre-industrial contexts (i.e. preferential copying of self-similar individuals) could now be driving arbitrary forms of gendered behaviour, such as the persistence of gender segregation found in workforces in industrialized societies. Mathematical modelling suggests that expansion of available niches drives a corresponding expansion of variability in personality traits, and empirical data show that personality is more variable in industrialized societies than in small-scale societies [23,24]. Where there is more variability in personality traits, there is more scope for men and women to differ in a manner which has been shaped by cultural learning. The dramatic shift in computing from being a female-dominated profession to a male-dominated one, for example, illustrates that the association of gender with behaviour is malleable and can be arbitrary [25].

A key point of the model we test below is thus the difference between non-industrial subsistence type populations and post-industrial populations with regard to sex differences. In subsistence societies, psychological and cognitive sex differences should reflect, more or less directly, the divergence of male and female roles within that society. For instance, behavioural segregation of children among foragers is related to the subsistence activities of their parents [26]. Similarly, while Vashro et al. found sex differences in spatial cognition among the Tswa and Himba, where adult social roles include very divergent geographical mobility [27], Trumble et al. found no sex difference in spatial cognition among the Tsimane, where men and women tend to have similar geographical travel patterns [28]. As such, it seems that spatial cognition abilities are shaped by gender-specific social roles and routines in subsistence societies. Additionally, in any society, cultural products with which children engage in a gendered manner also shape skills and expectations of skill. For instance, giving women practice with first-person-shooter computer games has been shown to narrow sex differences in spatial tasks [29]. There is also evidence that early subsistence-linked sex roles may perpetuate via culture; Alesina et al. have argued that cultures which previously relied on the plough (requiring greater strength and ergo advantages for men in this role) show higher sex role differentiation than those which did not, even where farming has since mechanized [30]. Cultural processes thus have the potential to continue, and even magnify, differences seen in subsistence contexts.

We argue that sex differences in behaviour can emerge from a simple tendency to preferentially learn from self-similar others. This tendency will produce adaptive gendered behaviour in circumstances where there are actual sex differences in ability to perform tasks. However, because a tendency to copy self-similar others does not dictate which behaviours are to be learned, it will also produce gendered behaviour when there is no adaptive benefit. We tested these hypotheses in a series of agent-based models. Agent based modelling is a valuable technique which allows the exploration of both likely outcomes and boundaries on plausible developments over time of characteristics within a population [31]. We will show how actual sex differences in the ability to perform a role interact with cultural expectations of skill in a population of 100 agents, to create gendered segregation in labour. We then remove sex differences in ability while leaving gendered learning intact and examine the conditions under which this does or does not reduce gender segregation in the labour force.

The aim of our models was to understand factors that cause agents to become more or less segregated by type. We model a population of 1000 agents of two different ‘types’, over 400 timesteps, corresponding to approximately 20 generations. Each agent tries out different roles in turn from a range of 60 options and, if the payoff is satisfactory, continues to perform it until either the payoff becomes unsatisfactory or the agent dies. Agents would explore new, unknown roles if their payoff from known roles dropped below: a) 100%, b) 95%, c) 90% or d) 75% of their satisfactory value (see Methods). This changing threshold mimics different levels of impatience causing people to remain in unsatisfactory jobs (e.g. the costs of retraining, etc).

We modelled four scenarios regarding the true relationship between agent type and ability to perform roles: In Model 1 (real large differences), substantial ability differences (Cohen’s $d = 1.5$) exist between agent types for 40% of the roles. This is intermediate between the size differences that have been observed in armed assault between men and women [32] and interest in ‘boy’s’ toys between girls and boys [33]. In Model 2 (real small differences) a smaller ability difference exists ($d = 0.4$), in line with typical differences between men and women on performance in a range of questionnaire and psycho-behavioural tests [34] for the same proportion of roles. In Model 3 (no differences), there are no ability differences according to agent type. Model 4 (vanishing differences) ran as Model 1 for 40 timesteps and then as Model 3 for the rest of the timesteps to mimic a situation where technology lessens the effect of size or strength on effective performance of tasks. We also varied how agents explored their world. Models 5 and 6 (extended exploration) are variants of Model 4 in which agents must spend their first 4 timesteps (Model 5; as if students were forced to complete 4 sequential
apprenticeships across the college period) or 10 timesteps (Model 6; equivalent to roughly half a ‘working life’) trying different roles at every timepoint, to mimic a scenario in which individuals have a broad compulsory work experience curriculum into adulthood.

We also modelled five different patterns of globally held priors which modulated the degree of social learning agents engaged in: in prior condition 0, agents have a strong prior belief that agents are equal in ability and will consequently ignore gendered social information. In conditions 1–4, agents believe that there are: (1) few small differences, (2) few large differences, (3) many small differences, and (4) many large differences. These priors reflect agents’ expectations regarding the utility of copying own-group patterns, versus (or in addition to) learning about their own performance in a given role. Thus, a set of priors that a small number of roles have a small group difference in average performance would represent a very low level of own-group copying bias. The priors for more, or stronger, group differences could be seen as representing stronger cultural expectations of gender differences and are effectively expressed as assigning a greater weight to social information when selecting roles. Thus, the more, or stronger, differences agents expect, the stronger their social learning (their copying bias). For comparison purposes, we also ran the models under conditions in which agents, rather than having priors, knew their skill levels in each role (perfect knowledge) and so could easily self-select into those roles which were more suited to them.

All together, these models allow us to tease apart the effects of belief in group differences in ability, from the existence of actual group differences, and show the extent to which the results differ from optimal adaptive behaviour.

2. Methods

2.1. Structure of model

We model a population of 1000 agents. Agents exist in two types which we arbitrarily denote ‘type 0’ and ‘type 1’. For simplicity, we assume that agents know which type they are and this does not change. Time passes in discrete steps, during which each agent acts in an order determined at random for that timestep. Each agent either dies and is replaced with a naive agent of the same type (5% chance), or performs one of 60 roles and earns a corresponding payoff. The payoff is determined by the agent’s ability to generate goods in that role multiplied by the price of goods produced by that role in that timestep. The price of a good depends in turn on its scarcity, so agents are better off if they produce rare goods (in order to force division of labour across roles within the population). Agents search for a role to perform using three sources of information as follows.

2.2. Priors

The first source of agent information is a set of globally held priors which describe the probability that a previously unseen role will favour agents of type 0, type 1, or neither type. A prior has two important values. The first value is the proportion of roles that are expected to favour one type or the other, which can be: none favouring either type; 0.1 favouring each type (few differences); or 0.4 favouring each type (many differences). The second value is the size of any expected type difference in ability relative to neutral, which can be 0.2 (small) or 0.5 (large) of a standard deviation in overall agent ability (note because priors are coded as relative to neutral, by adding and subtracting that prior during calculations, the expected difference between types is twice that number). Agents use priors by modulating their predictions regarding which roles will favour them and by how much, when using social information (below). We model five values of agent priors: (i) belief in no differences for any role; (ii) belief in few small differences; (iii) belief in few large differences; (iv) belief in many small differences; (v) belief in many large differences. It should be noted that an agent with priors of type zero does not have ‘no prior beliefs’—they have a strong belief that the agents are equal in their ability and will, in effect, ignore gendered social information. In order to observe ‘optimal’ segregation, an additional ‘perfect knowledge’ condition was also created in which agents knew their own ability levels in all roles rather than estimating this using priors/observation/experience.

2.3. Social information

Agents also know the number of still-living agents of each type who have tried a role and either abandoned it or continued to perform it. From this (combined with publicly available knowledge of the value of goods produced by each role) the likelihoods that a role favours agents of type 0, type 1
or neither type, can be inferred (modulated by priors regarding size of difference between agents should a difference exist). These likelihoods are multiplied by the prior regarding proportion of roles that differ to generate an estimated probability that a role favours an agent’s own type, and thereby estimate that agent’s expected payoff from that role (factoring in again the prior for type difference in payoff). As such, if an agent has any prior that differences exist, then a bias in the numbers of agents in a role will lead to a higher predicted probability that role favours the more numerous agent type (and thus will give them a higher or lower payoff depending on their own type). Priors for larger differences or more differences will magnify that effect through the multiplications while calculating probability of the role favouring each type or none (the A0/A1/A2 calculations in the code). As noted above, if agents have an egalitarian prior, they ignore social information regarding agent type distribution. See electronic supplementary material, ODD Protocol, for detailed calculations.

2.4. Thresholds

Agents select the role with the highest expected payoff or, in the event of a tie, one of the top-ranked roles at random. When an agent performs a role once, they gain a third source of information, which is perfect knowledge of their ability to perform that role. This value is compared with that agent’s threshold (which equals the estimated payoff of further search). If the value of an already-explored activity exceeds threshold, that activity becomes their occupation. They continue to perform the role until they die, unless the payoff drops below threshold because the price of the resulting good falls. They will then search for a new role as described above. We model the decision to switch between roles in three different ways: agents shift (a) in response to any drop below threshold, (b) if their payoff drops below 90% of threshold, (c) if their payoff drops below 75% of threshold.

2.5. Segregation index

The outcome of interest is the segregation index at timestep 400 (by which time the model is stable). The segregation index is the weighted mean of all roles’ absolute deviation from a type ratio of 50:50, multiplied by 2. The minimum possible value is 0 (i.e. all roles have an evenly split number of type 0 and type 1) and the maximum value is 1 (i.e. all roles are performed by one agent type only). In practice, we rarely observe values below 0.2 because the mean number of agents per role is fewer than 20, such that a single agent above or below the expected count represents a substantial proportion for that role.

2.6. State of reality/type differences in ability

For each role, the true ability of each agent is drawn from a normal distribution with mean = 100 and standard deviation = 20. We then modify the true ability of agents in one of four ways. In Model 1, large differences exist: we create type differences in ability by adding 15 to ability scores for type 0 and subtracting 15 for type 1 in 20% of roles and vice versa for another 20%, resulting in an effective d score of 1.5. In Model 2, small differences exist: we modulate ability scores in an identical manner such that d = 0.4. In Model 3 no real differences between types exist, and we make no modifications to the abilities drawn from the normal distribution. In Models 4–6 agents have type differences as per Model 1 for the first 40 time steps but agents created after timestep 40 have no type differences.

2.7. Forced exploration

In Models 1–4 agents explore or exploit according to their individual assessments of their best option. In Models 5 and 6 agents must spend a period of time exploring different roles. We run the Model 4 state of reality (real differences for agents created in the first 40 time steps, but none thereafter) but add a constraint so that each agent must try at least 4 (Model 5) or 10 (Model 6) roles before choosing an occupation.

2.8. Final output

Because the models are stochastic, we ran each Model type/priors/inertia threshold combination 100 times and recorded the level of segregation within the population at each time point. The model is further elaborated in the electronic supplementary material, ODD Protocol document, and model code can be found at https://github.com/ChrisJefferson/sexdiffpub or archived on Zenodo [35]. Model output data and visualization/statistical analysis files are included as electronic supplementary material.
3. Results

In order to establish the ‘optimal’ outcome for agents under each state of reality average segregation was calculated to the final timepoint of each model type under the ‘perfect knowledge’ agent condition. This suggested that where large differences existed, agents ‘should’ end up distributed such that the segregation index was 0.51 (which would arise if all roles have roughly 75:25 splits, or half of roles are 100% segregated). Where small differences existed the optimal outcome was a 0.28 segregation index. For all models where type differences did not exist (Model 3) or ceased to exist (Models 4–6), optimal segregation was 0.19, likely due to random ability distributions and limits on the numbers of agents in any given role not always allowing perfect 50:50 splits.

Average segregation at each time point in each model is shown in figure 1; figure 2 shows distribution of final segregation levels in each model. Visual inspection of the plots shows that priors always increased the final level of segregation in the model, with priors for larger or more differences doing so more strongly. The exception was Model 6, with forced extended exploration for 10 timesteps, where differences between conditions were harder to determine visually.

A factorial ANOVA using lm() and anova() functions in R 4.0 [37] on final segregation, with model type, priors type, threshold level and their interaction terms, showed a significant 3-way interaction ($F_{40, 8910} = 418.88, p < 0.0001$), and when we compared the different patterns of priors in linear models within model type/threshold level combinations, priors for large differences did not result in more segregation than a belief in no differences for Model 6 but belief in small differences (few for 75% threshold or many for all thresholds) continued to lead to slight excess segregation versus an egalitarian prior.

![Figure 1. Model outcomes for each type of model and set of priors under 100%, 90% and 75% threshold for moving jobs (Agent remains in current job if it pays 100/90/75% or more of alternative). (Note scale of axis differs for Models 5 and 6). Figure created using ggplot2 [36].](https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/abs/10.1098/rsos.21.0718)
Comparing models within prior type, we see that compared to Model 3 (no real differences), Model 1 always results in stronger segregation regardless of prior type, while Models 5 and 6 (forced exploration) results in less segregation in all prior types. Model 2 results were very close to Model 3, and only consistently significantly different in the linear models for 90% and 100% thresholds. Model 4 (initial differences that disappear with no forced learning) did not differ at the final timestep from Model 3.

We also observed that more inertia changing roles, (agents tolerating a lower threshold before switching roles) exaggerates the effects of priors, since agents are more likely to remain in a role that they chose early in their life based heavily on social information. A 75% inertia threshold leads to very high levels of segregation, especially with priors for many differences.

Importantly, when we compare to the segregation observed among agents with ‘perfect knowledge’ in figure 2, we see that priors for group differences bring agents closer to that level of segregation in all prior types. Model 2 results were very close to Model 3, and only consistently significantly different in the linear models for 90% and 100% thresholds. Model 4 (initial differences that disappear with no forced learning) did not differ at the final timestep from Model 3.

We also observed that more inertia changing roles, (agents tolerating a lower threshold before switching roles) exaggerates the effects of priors, since agents are more likely to remain in a role that they chose early in their life based heavily on social information. A 75% inertia threshold leads to very high levels of segregation, especially with priors for many differences.

Figure 2. Final segregation distributions for each model type. (Note models 5 & 6 presented on different y axis scale). Dotted lines show approximate level of segregation observed when agents have perfect knowledge of skill levels under Model 1 conditions (top dotted line), Model 2 conditions (middle dot-dash line) and Model 3 conditions (lower dashed line). Note only the lower two lines are shown for models 5 and 6.
4. Discussion

Here we show that a simple social learning strategy—namely, a tendency to copy self-similar others—can produce a socially segregated labour force irrespective of whether individuals actually differ by type in their ability to perform roles. This pattern persisted when transfers between roles were implausibly easy (i.e. the 100% threshold conditions) and only the extreme measure of forcing agents to spend half their ‘lives’ in individual learning through rotating roles (sometimes) eliminated segregation. In short, segregation was ‘sticky’ whenever copying biases existed.

Our results therefore support social learning biases as at least one potential route to understanding persistent (and often arbitrary) gender differentiation in occupational roles [1], subject choice [38] or personality [23], in societies which have ostensibly reduced/mitigated the social/physiological constraints imposed according to gender. While external enforcement and cognitively complex processes such as stereotyping have a role to play, our model suggests that individuals also self-select into arbitrarily gendered roles as a result of simple social learning biases which, in turn, might produce adaptively gendered behaviour in small-scale societies where physiological sex differences and subsistence patterns may require sharper divisions of labour.

Social learning strategies are argued to be adaptive, even if they sometimes produce maladaptive or arbitrary outcomes, as long as they tend to outperform trial and error learning [7]. Gendered social learning can produce adaptive outcomes in small-scale societies: humans rely on effective and often gendered cooperation in diverse ecological niches [5,39]. Subsistence and forager populations are diverse in their subsistence practices and levels of parental investment, and social learning offers a means for humans to acquire flexible gender roles across ecological niches. Industrialized societies, however, represent an evolutionarily novel landscape in which new forms of social information are abundant. In Model 4 above, we create conditions in which gendered social learning ceases to be a shortcut to finding an appropriate role, and show that even a slight bias towards same-gender copying causes gender segregation in roles to ‘stick’ in the absence of actual gender differences in ability.

Using a social learning lens for understanding the gendering of behaviour, however, has particular power given the flexibility, and the breadth, that such an approach provides. For instance, the fact that children acquire gender attitudes in an arbitrary but also rigidly social way reflects the literature on ‘overimitation’—the copying of entire action sequences even when some parts are clearly functionless. Of particular relevance for understanding gender, children spontaneously enforce the performance of normatively labelled actions in others [40] and they readily attribute normativity to adults’ actions without instruction to do so; i.e. they engage in the over-imitation of norms [41]. This demonstrates a clear route to acquisition of clustered socially learned behaviours, whether those behaviours are useful (i.e. representing ‘real differences’) or not.

Socially learned behaviours also serve as a means of solidifying group membership or identity; for instance over-imitation serves a social function and it is more likely in social settings [42]. This offers a potential explanation for recent results from Vishkin et al. [43] that parents give their children more distinctively gendered names where or when gender equality indices are higher. They explain this through ‘optimal distinctiveness theory’ and argue that humans may seek to exaggerate markers of group membership where groups are otherwise less distinctive. Where gender is a salient social category, attempts to maintain ‘optimal distinctiveness’ might produce the appearance of sex differences independent of any actual underlying sex difference in predisposition/preference. Thus, for instance, children may pursue gendered interests and activities which can shape longer-term choices, such as choice of occupation. However, from a social learning perspective, just as increases in the diversity of material culture may increase opportunities for gendered learning, so too do they increase opportunities to acquire or express ‘optimally distinct’ group identity markers.

An additional strength as regards the flexibility of our approach is that although we have modelled a two-type population as a means of understanding gendering of occupations in societies with a strong gender binary, our simulations can be used to model any aspect of identity or self where humans tend to observe and internalize social information from others who are self-similar in some way [14]. This would
include, but is not limited to, the formation of gender roles in cultures with more than two gender categories (something that existing psychological models of gender do not explicitly encompass) [3,5].

We do not claim to have ‘solved’ gender role acquisition, but we believe we have demonstrated that there are reasons to expect social learning from self-similar others to be widespread in humans and other species. We have also shown how very simple social learning biases can lead to (partial and arbitrary) gender segregation in social roles, and that the harder it is to move between roles, the more impact these biases have. One key implication from our models, therefore, is that one way to minimize unnecessary gender segregation in occupations is to eliminate the costs of retraining or moving between roles, so that people can more easily find work that suits their skills best. This may include, for instance, starting workplace protections from day one, and a robust social safety net, as well as easy access to adult education. Similarly, forcing extreme levels of individual learning in Model 6 also largely eliminated segregation; we do not advocate steps this dramatic in real life. However, related approaches are being trialled in projects which seek, for instance, to expose girls to STEM activities without gender-role biases being salient (for instance, in all-girls clubs). Although these approaches may be limited by e.g. broader cultural information to which participants have access, policy changes are already underway [44–46] and could potentially expand further, to include providing boys with opportunities to experience female-biased roles.

In our first four models, occupational gender segregation was never eliminated (reduced to the levels of ‘perfect knowledge’ agents) as long as beliefs in sex differences in ability persisted within the population. This raises another key implication: in seeking to understand sex and gender, many psychologists may indirectly be changing what they observe [47]. That is: when publishing results about sex differences and extant gender segregation in personality, social roles or subject choices (publications which are typically widely discussed in the media), the salience of small differences may be increased, increasing expectations of sex differences and therefore exaggerating gender role differences. Many authors in this area are at pains to emphasize their interest in understanding underlying patterns rather than driving a particular position, but they may wish to consider to what extent it is possible for them to avoid becoming a part of the causal pathway they wish to study. See, for instance, DeCasian et al. [48] for a discussion of what ‘anti-sexist’ science would be.

We did not find evidence that early constraints on gendered behaviour were entirely maintained through social learning when those constraints disappeared. This is likely because our gradual influx of naive agents had access only to role distribution among still-living agents, so long-term historical patterns had little impact on social learning. By contrast, humans through various routes (storytelling, material culture, visual media) perpetuate long-term retention of previous social information, which may explain those long-term effects (for instance of plough- versus non-plough-subsistence on gender roles) [30]. There is thus a clear need to extend our modelling to encompass this more complex informational input.

Furthermore, our model is simple and focuses only on the roles that actual agents in the population adopt. However, children (and adults) do not form their understanding of gender from only those individuals around them; they also draw on material culture and visual media. Visual media is highly gendered and offers a much wider range of social learning sources than merely the individuals in one’s social group [22]. As such, high income capitalist economies—which also tend to have high gender equality indices—likely have a greater degree of potential social learning through these sources (although we note that media connectivity is rapidly expanding across populations who previously had minimal media access) [49]. And even if those media figures could be considered part of the population in the same manner as known individuals, in real human psychology high profile and prestigious individuals may exert unequal influence on the attention and thus social learning of others.

A final caveat to consider is that our model also does not incorporate individual differences. In addition to the fact that priors themselves are likely to vary between individuals, there are known and sometimes systematic individual differences in the propensity to use social learning and these might be important for understanding gender development more broadly. For example, when comparing social learning tendency in a gendered response (potential partner choice) versus non-gendered responses (selecting paintings or hands) there is almost zero variation within individuals, and participants vary between each other in a similar way across all social learning tasks [50]. We can therefore predict that those lower in their reliance on social learning should be less likely to adhere to normative patterns of gender expression. There is interest building in the literature in the association between autistic traits and diverse and/or non-conforming forms of gender expression [51]. We hypothesize that this association is a specific manifestation of a more general pattern: that those who show less conformity to general social roles also do not conform to gendered expectations.
To conclude, we have shown here in a series of agent-based models that very simple learning biases may cause individuals to self-socialize and self-segregate into both ‘adaptive’ and arbitrary gender roles within a population. More gender-equal countries are typically wealthier and with a greater range of both sources of cultural information (via media) and potential cultural niches, which likely magnify the effects of social learning. We therefore argue that so-called ‘modern’ and more gender-equal societies do not ‘release’ our evolved psychology: rather, they present a barrage of evolutionarily novel information which we cannot and must not exclude from our understanding of the evolution of sex and gender.
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